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so blind that she could not tell whether it Deacon confessed there was no disputing
From Florida.—Advices have been receiv-1 Special Election in Philadelphia. ■A special
was a man or a hawk.
what I said. And the girls were very ed from Tampa Bay to Feb. 7. There were ] election was held in Philadelphia on TuesPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
’
‘ vacancy in the *'
Now, you see, Scratchback lane leads thankful, and said they should know better four or five hundred friendly Indians assem- day,
to fill the
House of Rep
JAMES K. REMICH.
down the hollow to Muddy brook, and next time. There is some satisfaction in bled there, anxious to proceed on their em resentatives of Penn., occasioned by the
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. comes out into the Barberry road, right at giving
j
advice to people that know the worth igration to the West. Gen. Clinch was de death of Lewis Krumbbaar, Esq. which re
sirous of retaining the warriors, as their ser sulted in the election of John M. Scott, Esq.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
the old bridge, that I spoke of, as such a of
« it. I tell ye what, those Rawson girls
vices were wanted as scouts, but they were by a majority of 1936 votes over both of the
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which stumbling block before the Rawson girls. were no fools; and handsome enough to not willing to be separated from their fami opposing candidates. Mr. Scott is a Whig,
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No This lane was made on purpose to give a Iboot, considering the flesh they were in,— lies. An attack from the Indians had been and was opposed by Mr. Jack, the « anti-rail
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub shortcut for the people on the hill to drive especially
<
Jinny.
After all, nobody can anticipated, but none had been made. Large road” candidate, ‘ w ho was voted for by both
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
i
they behaved more foolish than Aunt supplies of ammunition had been received partie»’ and by Mr. Evans, the Anti-Masonic
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for their cattle to water, in dry times. And say
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount that puts me in mind of how it got the name Suzy,
!
when she fell into Pollywog pond, as from N. Orleans, forwarded by Gen. Gaines, candidate. As Mr. Scott was an avowed
charged for its insertion.
of Scratchback. They had many a hard old
<
and as wise as she sets up for.
J. D. and 200 regular troops and 500. militia were friond of the Bank, his election may be con
expected. The fires of the hostile Indians sidered as a fair indication of the public sen
tussle in town meeting, before it was carried
were reported to have been seen at a distance timent in Philadelphia on that subject.
MISCELLANEOUS
GAZETTE & PALLADIUM
through.
But, at last, the Uphillers and
of twelve miles from the post. A prisoner
Underhillers agreed to change works.—
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had been taken« it
reported that
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following
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
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Doctor Dingley to the Editors of the tative and Scratchback was voted. Just as
Civor of an immediate attack on the post at their Streets on rhe 13th uh., as a specimen oi
under date of 25th ult., gives a synopsis of Tampa Bay, but the other chiefs opposed it. the way in which they celebrate party tri
Portland Advertiser.
easy---------- .
umphs “ down south”
Boston Daily Adv.
Friends,—The bundle of newspapers
So the old mare naturally thought that the speech of Mr. Preston, in the Senate,
came safe to hand. You are not stingey, I Johnny was riding her to water ; and she the day before, on Mr. Benton’s Fortification
Glorious Fuiory.—fQ^ Election of Robert
[From the St. Augustine Herald of 15th ult.]
J. Walker to the United Slates Senate.
can say that for you. There was e’en a wanted no spurring, for her throat was as bill. The paragraphs which we publish be
Indian Devastations.—The whole of the The friends of the National Administration
most enough to set me up in a post office dry as a cob, and she never slacked to draw low bring to light facts which deserve the
country south of Sc. Augustine, has been laid and of Robert J. Walker, are respectfully in
for myself.
breath, till she had her nose in the brook. serious consideration of honest men of all waste, and not a building of any value left vited to partake of a collation, at the M issis
My wife was all^ but tickled to death to As soon as Mr. Beedle saw the water, he
standing. There is not a single house now sippi Hotel, this day at 11 o’clock, in honor
parties.
isee me in print. When I came home from felt as if he had found a friend, and without
remaining between this city and Cape Flori of the Triumphant Victory achieved, in his
Mr. Preston compared the profligacy and da, a distance of 250 miles. On Sunday a election to the United States Senate, over the
the post office, she was standing over the waiting for compliments, he jurnpt right in,
prodigality
of
the
Administration
with
the
dense smoke was seen in the south, in lhe combined opposition.
bread trough, mixing a batch of rye and head foremast. It was too cold for sport,
fiJ^The-BAS. will be
indian.
Thinking of nothing, but just and he made two or three tumbles and probity and economy of the Administration direction of Bulowville, and it was conjec free to the citizens and strangers for three
which had preceded it.
tured that the buildings on that plantation days.
_____WM- PARSER.
humming over one of her old songs, to keep splashes with such good will, that the mare
During the Administration of Jefferson he
time with her motions. 1 hit her a slap, had hardly done drinking before he sprung informed us that but nine forts had been were in flames, and it was known that there
We observe that every little paragraph
are none but Indians in that direction.
and says I “ hold up your head, old wom out again, as bright and blooming as ever, built in the United States, under the younger
On Thursday, Gen. Hernandez’s houses at manufacturer of the party in power is affect
an, if you want to see how Dr, Dingley fig to look at, though he would hardly bear Adams seven only. During the present Ad St. Joseph’s were burnt ; two of Gen. H’s ing to speak of Gen. Harrison’s military ser
ures in the newspapers. For here he is, close inspection. And now it stood him in ministration nine had been originated and negroes stated that they had rode within a vices with levity, and even to insinuate that
sure enough, and as large as life.” She hand to make haste home to shift and dry completed, and nineteen more were now pro quarter of a mile of the burning buildings, j he was not a brave and energetic officer.
The Indians had posted sentinels at some ins Some of them even have the effrontery to
straightened herself up and raised her hands himself, before he should catch his death of posed by the Senator from Missouri.
The expenditures of the Munroe and Ad tance from the houses, while the main body call him a “ petticoat general,” “ grandmam,”
all plastered with dough, and says she “ why cold, being weakly and ailing as he was ams Administrations—for both of them were
&c. This mode of calumniating a brave
Doctor, you lie !”
Says I “ I dont lie a then. And as he had no reason now to be not $12,000,000 for their whole term12 were dancing around the fire. The planta man, who has repeatedly led the armies of
tion of Col. James Williams was also on fire
syllable. Look at there.—What does that ashamed to show himself, he pushed boldly years, for military fortifications ; while for the and destroyed at the same time. Mr. Du his country to victory, is inexpressibly base
spell, ha ?’’ 1 Doctor Dingley to the Ed up the Barberry road ; and as soon as he same purposes during the Administration of pont’s plantation of Buen Retiro is also de in those who remember or know any thing
itors, ^c. ^c.’ With this, she gave a loud rose the brow of the hill, the first thing he Gen. Jackson, $8,300,000 had already been stroyed. There now remains no doubt of of the last war, and disgustingly presump
Do these
laugh and made a dive into the trough as if saw was the Rawson girls ! horse, shay and appropriated and from 5 to 7,000,000 dollars the destruction of Bulowville. It is the opin tuous in those who do not.
more were now proposed, making during the ion of many that after the battle at Dunlaw- hired scribblers know that Gen. Harrison
she would go all in, head and shoulders. meal bag.
8 years of the Administration $15,000,000 for ton, the Indians, procuring a large reinforce was honored with a formal vote of thanks
Then you should have seen her squeeze and
W hoorah for Johnny Beedle 1 He’s the military appropriations.
ment, returned to attack Bulowville.— for his victories and military services, passed
squash and tumble the dough about! Rye boy for the women. It is a wonder I and
And yet sir from Mount Olympus to its The amount of property destroyed is im by both houses of Congress ? Aye, they
and indian never got such a walloping be it seems as if the Rawson girls were set up base we hear the cry of defencelessness, de mense, at Bulowville alone the buildings are may know it, but they will never mention it
fore, since creation. ’She kept her two fists on it, that nobody but he should save their fencelessness. If so defenceless, I call upon said to have cost *$50,000.
The property while they are paid by the deputies of the
a going for ten minutes, like a fulling mill. lives.
But Bonypart, the contrary old the members of this Administration to tell us ¡destroyed last week on those plantations can New York non-committal magician, to slan
der every highminded public man who stands
Then she took her fore finger and thumb brute, cheated every body. Here goes he— where the $8,000,000 has gone.—Let us not be less than 200,000 dollars.
between them and the Treasury.
and stripped the dough all off, first of one all over town ; dodges all the men—outruns look upon the halcyon days of this Adminis
Kennebec Journal.
tration, this war Administration. [Here he
Interest
on
the
American
Claims.
—
Extract
arm, then the other. Then she heaped it all the boys. And just as Mr. Beedle is
quoted the fortification appropriations of all of a letter from Paris, Jan. 20, to the Editor
all up in the middle of the trough and ready to pop up before him and gain all the the Presidents, year by year, down to the
Internal Improvements.—While most of
of the N. Y. Enquirer.
the States of the Union, and particularly the
spanked il down smooth and stuck up a fork glory of stopping him—what does he ?
present time, mathematically proving that the
“ This amicable termination of a difference
on the top to keep the witches from squat
Why, he stops himself.
appropriations under the present Administra which threatened at one time to produce the new ones, are carrying forward important in
ting down on it to make it heavy. Then
This was plaguy unlucky, not only for tion had been double in amount and in the dissolution of the ministry, may be received ternal improvements with a strong and stea
dy hand, and borrowing on State credit large
off went old check apron, and down she Johnny Beedle, but for my story ; but the average of all the preceding.]
in evidence of the truth of an opinion I late
He alluded to the disgraceful truth that in ly expressed to you, that the doctrinaires are sums to aid individual enterprise in construc
slumpl, into the first chair, and fell to read truth is, the old horse was tired to death ;
9 forts upon the Gulf of Mexico, but twenty- resolved to abandon their demand of expla ting canals and railways, what is Maine do
ing.
And she read and read—and I and nothing but spunk and ambition pre
five guns were mounted, scarcely three to each nation from the government oi the United ing ? With greater resources than most oth
thought she would have died she was so vented his coming to a stop long before. fort and yet $2,500,000- has been appropria
er States, we are »oi only doing nothing as a
Slates, and to pay lhe moliey they owe yon,
tickled. Next day comes uncle Moses over And when he got well out of sight, behind ted for the express purpose of providing ord as soon as the mediatory power shall have State, but it is even proposed to hamper and
from Gruel Corner, and she sends him home Carter’s orchard, he thought there was no inance for these forts. Where is the money ? declared it to be due. In this way they ex tax individual enterprise, so as to prevent
We have
loaded down with newspapers. Some to use in carrying the joke any further, and so Think of it said Mr. Preston with the great pect to avoid another difficulty arising out oi capitalists from doing any thing.
a vast fund in our public (Slate) lands if pru
est
sarcasm
—
think
of
it,
that
six
weeks
since,
the
successive
delays
which
have
already
oc

circulate among the Gruels, and some to he began to slack, and then tapered off slow
dently managed, and we shall have upwards
be sent on to cousins on Androscoggin. So er and slower, and finally stood stock still, with 9 forts upon the Gulf of Mexico and curred. The mediation of England having of six hundred thousand dollars a year from
twenty five guns mounted, the friends of the been explicitly sanctioned by all the branches
you see, my writings are like to spread far just about a quarter of a minute before Mr.
Administration were for making war upon of t|ie legislature in the speech from the the proceeds of the national lands when Gen.
and wide. Faith, there is no danger of my Beedie’s head appeared, over the brow of France and contesting a battle with the
Harrison is elected. We should have it now,
throne and ...
the addresses in answer to it, the i
only that Mr. Van Buren wants the use of
light shining under a bushel, if you let her the hill.
French fleet under Axhniral Makoti !
ministers hope to escape from lhe responsi
alone.
But I am glad continued Mr. Preston that bility of paying the four or five millions of. the money to electioneer with by means of
When Johnny appeared at the corner,
Now let us finish the story about the leading old Bonypart in captivity, and the the War Department are now manifesting a interest which will be due on the indemnity, the deposite banks. His political agents can
make about a million and a half of dollars a
Rawson girls and done with it. It was Rawson girls marching behind in procession, greater interest m the defences of our coun since the origihal treaty was signed, by appeal year by the use of this money, and of course
try.
I
rejoice
to
see
it
and
hope
that
the
ing to the decision of the mediating power,
snapped off so short that it seems an ugly the people all took it for granted that he
resurrection of our fortresses may soon be which will of course prescribe the payment his partisans will do all they can to prevent
job to bring the two ends together so as to was the conquering hero ; and there was
the people from calling for the distribution
witnessed.
of interest as well as capital.”
look ship-shape. If I had only had time nothing to be heard from all quarters but
of it among the States. Instead of receiving
He asked why it was that he wished ten
to taper it off a little so as to give a chance u whoorah for Johnny Beedle.” Then they millions of dollars at once appropriated for
[From the N. Y. Mercantile Adv. of 2d inst.] thia money, to which we have an undoubted
claim, we are called upon to put a heavy
for a splice. But, no matter, all we can do1 huddled around him, cramming and stuffing military defence. He begged him to consid
ANOTHER LARGE FIRE.
special tax upon those individuals who offer
now, is to lay the blame to Joe Bowers ("Joe him with all sorts of praise and flattery, till er what would be the effect of calling this
A fire broke out a little before 9 o’clock to advance their funds to make railroads for
juniour) and go to work and smooth it over he was near bursting; and Josh. Carter vast amount of labor now at once into the last evening, which destroyed four 4 story us. We not only refuse to aid such enter
market,
when
lulior
was
double
its
usual
(
¡stores on Maiden Lane and South Street, ex- prise, but we absolutely propose to load it
as well as we can.
could not be satisfied till he had turned a
street,• It is said
„ to Fletcher
c,
I left off just as the shay was lost sight of,> whole gill of raw new-england down his price. Wages would be so high that none I tell(jjng through
with as many obstructions as possible.—ib.
but the nation would be able to employ la- |! to
have
broken
out
in
167
Maiden
to
have
broken
out
in
167,
Maiden
Lane, the
behind the orchard, going down the Barber throat to keep the water out of his stomach. borers. To contract for such an amount of ■
_
—
lower
part
occupied
by
FW.
Dare,
as
a
shoe
Gen. Harrison has now been nominated
ry road, and the people were coming togeth’ Johnny swallowed every thing, as kindly labor at once was bad every way. Our coun-1
a|ld lhe
rt by joha Wetherer from all quarters about Josh Carter’s sign as a young cosset, and kept his own coun try is not in such imminent danger as to de- ; bee
cormnissioll ine
rchant. Thence it ex- by State conventions in Pennsylvania, Mary
bee, commission
merchant.
post, and every body agreed that the Raw- sel
, ; and enjoyed his glory as much as if he mand at once this immense appropriation. 11 tended to No. 165 occupied by Thomas M. land, Indiana, New York and Vermont, and
— ----* •  by irregular conventions and public meetings
son girls were gone gooses.
1 had earned it, till such limes as he under, trust that God in his providence will protect M’Lean, grocer, and• ->
the upper
part by Al
in Ohio, New Jersey, Delaware and Kenus,
and
I
am
sure
he
will.
tc ---- jest as sartin—as you stan there, (took to court the Rawson girls upon the
bert Gooding, commission merchant. The1 lucky. In ail these states he will be the only
adjoining store No. 163 was injured, and on candidate supported in opposition to the
Miss Thompson. Salt would’nt save ’em ! strength
,
of it, and then he found it was not
An able writer in the New York Ameri the other side, the store No. 75 South street President’s nominated successor.
And such nice charming girls.
Only a tree that would bear.
Johnny always
can has shown, by official documents, that corner of Maiden Lane. This was occupied
Very many cool calculating men are of the
think.”
halted with that leg ; he never could keep
President Jackson in 1830, not only recogni by Weld & Champney, grocers—the second opinion that the ticket for Harrison and
O, there never was such a rumpus and from courting.
story
by
Everett
&
Battelle,
merchants,
and
zed the right of a foreign power to demand
Granger will prevail in New York, and in all
alarm at Squash Corner since the world be
But where was Dr. Dingley, saysyou,all an explanation of things said in his message the stores above, by J. T. Goodrich as a sail the States enumerated above Harrison will
gan. But it is high time now to go back this time ? Well, if I must speak of myself to Congress, but directed Mr. Van Buren, loft. The store next adjoining No. 76, South prevail.—Kennebec Journal.
and look after Johnny Beedle before we —I came into the latter end of the fray. then Secretary of State, to make a very corner of Fletcher street, was occupied by
forget it, for 1 guess he will be wanted, be At the first alarm, on the common, I had humble explanation to Prince Polignac, Charles Ware, ship chandler, and the upper
The United States Bank.—Now that the
which was communicated to the Govern stories by Isaac Arnold, merchant. We did Institution thus named has become a State
fore all is done.
steered straight home to tell Mrs. Dingley,
ment of Charles X, by Mr. Rives. While in not learn the amount of damage. The wind
hoist, he got from anff ajso (0 pUt my tools and fixings iin or- 1832—’6 he was ready to involve the coun was light at the time, otherwise the confla establishment, il is pleasing to see the hearty
That was a towering
1
good will with which it is received. The
ck. He flew slantindicular ¿er? to be prepared for the worst ; for I try in a ruinous war, to maintain the principle gration would have been more extensive, as great majority of the citizens of this Com
the old mare’s back.
over the fence, and lit down, right in the thought things looked promising of some ter that no foreign power had a right to com the state of the streets is so bad that but fe w monwealth, hail its recharter with undissem
softest place in Jonas Hathaway’s hog pen. rible disaster, likely to bring a job into the plain of any sort of insult or abuse he might of the engines were able to reach the place in bled satisfaction.—Philadelphia Gaz.
It was a place used a great deal by the hogs healing hands of the Doctor. I told my heap upon it in his communications to Con time to afford assistance, and the flames
Bank of the United Stales.—The following
to take their comfort in, and they had work wife, says I, I make it a point always to gress. Thus the President’s principles of di were extinguished by the hose from the hy
gentlemen were unanimously elected on
plomacy, like his principles upon most other drants.
ed and stirred it up till it was about as thick mind my own business.
So, at the time subjects, are assumed, or thrown off, or
Monday, 29th uh. as Directors of the Bank
as a good wholesome hastipuddn.
He when there was the greatest gathering about changed according to circumstances, as ca
A Valuable Invention.—Dr. McWilliams of of the United States under the new charter.
came out of it with a whole neck, and that Mr. Beedle and the girls, at the sign post, price, or passion, or expediency may dictate. this city has taken out a patent for a stove
Nicholas Biddle, Richard Price, John Ser
was a comfort;—but a comfort that was I came upon the ground fully equipt, for
for heating carriages of all kinds, which is geant, John Bey la rd, Jr. Thomas P. Cope,
one of the most valuable inventions which Henry. Troth, Manuel Eyre, James Worth,
neither sweet nor clean, I tell ye. He was bone setting or blood letting, bandaging and
Blair, of the Globe, has pursued the U. S.
a sight to look at 1 And the smell of him plastering.
However, I soon saw there Bank, its officers, and friends, in the most have ever been made. It is remarkable in its of Bucks, John R. Neff, J. Roberts, of Mont
was no ways healthy. When he spread out was no market for my goods. You see, vindictive manner, to the close of its career. structure, and may be sold for six or eight gomery, William Platt, A. Ellmaker of Lan
dollars ; and it consumes the most inconsid caster, Charles Chauncey, Charles Ogle, of
bis two hands and looked down on his con whenever there is great trouble, and press One act of justice, however, we hope he will
erable quantity of coal. The advantages of Somerset, J. Lippincott, William Robinson,
dition, he was ready to faint. His first and ing occasion for the Doctor, every body is do to the widows and orphans who hold such a stove are almost too obvious to be Jr. of Allegheny, Ambrose White, Lawrenca
only thought was to hide himself from mor cap in hand to him. And it is then, that stock in that institution. When he emigra mentioned. Taking up very little room, they Lewis, Matthew Newkirk, John A. Brown.
tal eyes, and that as quick as possible. If a he commonly cuts a wide swath in a crowd. ted to Washington, and all his worldly ef may be fitted to the bottom of gigs or chaises,
Nicholas Biddle lias declined re-election,
petticoat had happened in sight, just then, But when I marched up, expecting to see fects were tied up in a blue and white pocket and of every variety of carriage, and are par as President of the old United States Bank,
handkerchief,
which
Kendall
and
himself
al

ticularly
well
adapted
to
rail-road
cars.
The
be would have crept into the first knot hole. the people open to right and left and make a
and the directors chose Mather L. Bevan in
ternately carried on a stick over their should
But, thanks to my old mare, there was an lane for me, they only turned their backs ers, on their march to better their fortunes, expense of fuel is not above three cents for a his place, on Tuesday last. Mr. Biddle was
hundred miles travelling, at an ordinary rate. chosen President of the new bank.
other chance. She got up, safe and sound and whoorahed for Johnny Beedle; and I the Bank, for a debt of 820,000, compromis
It is only necessary to make this invention
as a whistle. She was used to these little was no more noticed than a puppy dog. ed with Blair, and took his note for $200 in known to secure its introduction very gener
At a meeting of Antimasonic members of
rubs, and, barring the skinning of her nose‘ So I had nothing to do but to turn in and payment.—Now that Blair is rich—shaving ally. For a trifling expense, a stage driver the Legislature, and Antimasonic citizens of
and barking her shins, she was not a hair‘ swing my hat, and take it out in rejoicing. the people out of $100,000 per annum—we may now be as comfortably situated on his Boston and vicinity, opposed to the nomina
the worse. She was on her legs again
However, I got a chance to give the Raw- hope he will scorn to take advantage of a box, as by the bar-room fire ; and the pleas tion of Martin Van Buren for the Presidency,
about as soon as Mr. Beedle, and after a son girls a piece of advice, before I quit the compromise, when he has the means to pay ure of sleigh-riding may be enhanced a hun resolutions were passed, nominating DAN
the debt in full. In spite of the bad opinion dred fold. This stove is now used in the IEL WEBSTER, for President, and FRAN
good smart shake, looked as chipper out of ground, and that much was put down to my
that people generally have of Blair, we think cars of the Baltimore and Washington rail CIS GRANGER, of New-York, for Vice
I told the girls, says I, “ never do he hates Biddle and the Bank too severely to
the eyes as a squirrel. Johnny up and credit.
road, and gives entire satisfaction. The pas President of the United States.—Boston Pat.
straddled her, without a word, and, in twen you scream so loud again, when you are run be under any obligations to the concern.
sengers are kept warm during the whole
6
N.Y. Star. journey, and are never annoyed by smoke—
ty jumps, he was out of sight, down Scratcfi- awav with ; it’s the last way to stop a scared
The British gun brig, seen going into
Hampton Roads, some days ago, was proba
back lane, that is lined with alder bushes horse.” Well, they did not think of that.
the stove being air-tight.
Washington Mirror.
bly the Wanderer, from Brazil, with the new
“ That’s just the thing, says I—(Deacon
from one end to the other.
Mr. Preston offered a resolution in the
British minister to Washington, Mr. Fox.—
He vanished so quick that no creature Carpenter was standing byj—If you had United .States Senate on Friday, declaring
Mr. Mason, of Philadelphia, has invented Mr. Fox is a bachelor, which is much regret
considered
a
moment,
you
would
have
kept
the
expediency
of
retroceding
the
District
to
got sight of him, but old granny Hathaway.
a Steam Boat, the wheels of which give it ted at Washington, as ambassadresses ar®
She happened to be sitting at the door, nip quiet. Mark my words, says I, always Virginia and Maryland, with the consent of motion by operating on th® ajb 1
sadly wanted there.—Newburyport Herald.
ping string beans at the time ; but she was consider before you scream.” And the those States.
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ABLE ELIXIR,
pain in the stomatl i
umalic complaints.
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•Ache, pain in the Sis
jstiveness, Strangled
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J and foul stomach,r
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ABLE BITTERS.
Loss of appetite, m
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nts generally.
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•ease and regulate the1
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FOREIGN NEWS
Later from Havre— Ship France arrived at
New York on Friday, sailed from Havre Feb.
4, but brings no political news.
The Paris Moniteur of the 3d, says “ advi
ces from Madrid to Jan. 28, confirm the news
of the dissolution of the Cortes. This meas
ure, occasioned by the rejection ofthe 34th
article ofthe electoral law project, was adopted on the 26th. The two chambers re
ceived from the Government on the 28th,
the communication of the royal ordinance,
dissolving the ancient Cortes and convoking
a new one for March 20. The electoral jun
tas are convoked for Feb. 19, and the prov
incial for the 26th.
From Canton.—Captain McMichael, of brig
Richard Alsop, informs us that a very des
tructive fire broke out in Canton, on the 22d
November, about 7 o’clock, the wind blowing
directly towards the foreign factories, none of
which were burnt, but the goods were remo
ved on board of boats. It was reported that
about two thousand houses were burnt, with
an immense quantity of merchandise, and a
great many lives lost. The Europeans took
the advantage of the disorder from the fire,
and entered the walls, some of whom paid
for their presumption by getting well barnbooed.—This is the first time that Americans
or Europeans could obtain an entrance.
AT. Y. Mercantile Adv.

UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.

MAINE LEGISLATURE

TWENTr-FOURTH CONGRESS....FIRST SESSION.

SENATE.

SENATE.
MONDAY, MARCH 7.

Mr. Ewing moved to take up the bill for
distributing among the States a portion of the
proceeds of the public lands. The motion
was negatived, yeas 18, nays 22.
TUESDAY, MARCH 8.

The Senate was occupied all day on the
subject of abolition, but no question was ta
ken. Mr. Calhoun has the floor for Wednes
day.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9.

Mr. Preston’s motion to retrocede the Dis
trict of Columbia to the States of Maryland
and Virginia, was made the order of the day
for the first Monday in April.
Several bills
were considered in committee of the whole
and ordered to a third reading.—The aboli
tion question was resumed, and Mr. Calhoun
replied at length to the arguments against his
motion not to receive the petition. Mr. Clay
made a few remarks, and the question to re
ceive the petition was decided in the affirma
tive, yeas 36, nays 10, The nays were
Messrs. Black, White, Calhoun, Cuthbert,
Leigh, Moore, Nichols, Porter, Walker, and
Preston. Mr. Buchanan then moved to re
ject the petition, and Mr. Clay moved to amend the petition by assigning certain reas
From Rio Grande.—By the brig Delaware, ons for the rejection. Mr. Porter moved to
which arrived at this port yesterday from Rio lay the motion on the table, and the Senate
Grande, whence she sailed January 16th, we adjourned.
are informed ofthe pacification of that prov
ince, heretofore supposed to be on the eve of
THURSDAY, march 10.
a civil war. The President sent out by
A
message
was
received
from the Presi the General Government of Brazil, had been
received, after some deliberation, in a man dent, transmitting the proceedings of the con
ner indicative of a determination on the part vention held at Little Rock in Arkansas Ter
ofthe inhabitants of Rio Grande no farther to ritory, for forming a constitution of State
It was referred to a select
urge a rupture with the General Government, government.
at least for the present.—Private letters are committee of five to be chosen by ballot.
of a similar tenor.— Boston Daily Adv. Pat. The abolition subject was then taken up, and
after a short discussion it was laid on the ta
ble. The bill to establish the northern boun
From Brazil.—Capt. Willis, _of brig Fair
dary of Ohio was then taken up, and after
American, arrived at Salem on Saturday eve
some discussion it was ordered to be engross
ning from Pernambuco, informs us that about
ed for a third reading, by a vote of 36 to 3.
Feb. 6, a French bark sailed from that port,
The bill establishes the boundary line, we
having on board 150 troops from Rio Janei
believe, in conformity with the claim of the
ro, with four Navy officers, one of them to
State of Ohio, viz. running in a direct course
supercede Com. Taylor—and also five schs.
from the southern extremity of Lake Michi
of war, with 600 troops raised at Pernambu
gan, to the most northerly cape of Miami bay,
co—destined for Maranham and Para. About
the same number of troops had embarked for thence across the Lake north-easterly to the
Canada line.
the same destination, three or four weeks
previous,—Essex Register.

THURSDAY, MARCH 10.

Several petitions from the House were re
ferred to next Legislature, in accordance with
an order of both Houses, that all private pe
titions presented after the 4th of March should
take that course.
The Committee on Banks and Banking to
whom was referred an order directing them
to inquire what further regulations are ne
cessary in relation to banks and banking, and
also as to the expediency of prohibiting the
circulation in this State of the notes of the
Bank of the United States, incorporated by
the State of Pennsylvania, reported a bill to
prohibit agencies for banks out of the State,
which was read once, Saturday next assigned
for a second reading, and 300 copies ordered
to be printed.
The bill to abolish imprisonment for ’debt
was taken up and read a second time.
On motion of Mr. Jarvis it was amended
by exempting from its operation debtors for
monies received as agents or attornies, and
by striking out that part which exempts pro
fessional persons.
Mr. Benson moved to amend by inserting
the proviso in the 15th section of the law of
last year, that this act shall not have effect
upon any contract now in force. This amendmeut was rejected.
The question on the passage of the bill to
be engrossed, was then taken and decided as
follows :
Yeas—Messis. Allen, Clark, Fish, Frye,
Jarvis, Jewett, Kelsey, Latham, Miller,
Pierce, Purington, Spear, Staples, Strickland,
Swift, Talbot, Weeks—17.
Nays—Messrs. Benson, Greene, M’In lire,
Merrow, Robinson, Severance—6.
Passed to be enacted-— Bill to incorporate
the McIIeards Granite Company ; the Satur
day Cove Granite Co. ; bill to change the
name of the Maine Granite Co.

late the process of foreign attachment—on
order to inquire into the expediency of en
larging the powers of Judges of Probate in
relation to the sale and investment of pro
ceeds of lands of minors and persons non
compos—on order directing inquiry into the
expediency of extending the time in which
Clerks of the Courts may issue and renew
Executions. These Reports were severally
read and accepted by the Senate.
The bill to prevent the emission and circu
lation of bank notes of a small, denomination
came up, and was read a second time.
Mr. Merrow offered an amendment, extend
ing the time for the circulation of one dollar
bills till the first of June next.
Before the question upon its adoption was
taken, a motion was made to adjourn, which
prevailed, 12 to 11.
TUESDAY, MARCH 15.

SATURDAY, MARCH 12.
An Act prescribing the method of making
and keeping in repair County Roads (at the
expense of the county in money raised by
tax.) Amendments were offered which went
to exempt several counties from its provisions. After some debate, and the amend
ments having been withdrawn, Mr. Sturdi
vant moved to indefinitely postpone. Mr.
Smith of Westbrook made a statement ofthe
amount paid in different towns in different
Counties, to show the inequality of the pres
ent system.
Messrs. Wilson, Chadwick
Lane, and Foster supported the bill. Ml
Holmes of Alfred, and Messrs. Hobbs, Mer
ritt, Means and Perkins opposed.
The question upon indefinite postponement
was decided in the affirmative by the follow
ing vote :
Yeas—York—Brackett, Chadbourne, Chase,
Cook, Cousins, Dam, Dearing, Etnerv'
Holmes, Leighton, J. Lord, McIntire, Mil’
dram, O’Brien, Perkins, Ricker, &c.—-90.
Nays—York— Cogswell, Lane, T. Lord,
Small, &c.—55.
An additional act concerning innholders
retailers and common victuallers was read
twice and Tuesday next assigned for a 3d
reading—also an art authorizing the United
States and this State to subscribe lor certain
stocks (in Railroads.)

Bill to incorporate the Alfred Manufac
turing Company came from the House amended. The Senate non-concurred, and
insisted on its vote passing the same to be
engrossed.
The bill to prohibit the emission and circu
lation of Bank notes of a small denomination
was taken up, the question being upon the
adoption of an amendment offered yesterday
by Mr. Merrow, extending the time for pro
hibiting one dollar bills to the first of June
next.
MONDAY, MARCH 14.
After some debate, the question on the
The Committee appointed to ascertain
adoption of the amendment was taken and when the Legislature can adjourn without
decided in the affirmative, 13 to 12.
day, reported that the Legislature can ad
Mr. Purington moved to lay the bill on the journ without day on the 28th inst.
table, which motion was negatived, 21 to 2.
Papers from the Senate giving leave t&
The question was taken on the passage of withdraw and reported legislation inexpedi
the bill and decided as follows :—Yeas 21 — ent were disposed of in concurrence.
Nays 4.
Mr. Holmes said that at the request ofthe
(The Bill, as it passed, prohibits banks gentleman who introduced the Bill to regu
from issuing bills less than three dollars after late and prescribe the method of laying on?
the passage of the act, and less than five dol and keeping in repair County roads he would
lars after the first of June next. It also pro move to reconsider the vote indefinitely post
hibits all persons from passing or receiving poning, for the purpose of referring it to the
bills less than two dollars from and after the next Legislature—the motion prevailed, and
first of June next, or three dollars after the first the b i 11 ‘was re fe rred.
of October next, or five dollars after the first
Leave to withdraw was reported on theFRIDAY, MARCH 11.
of June 1837, and makes the penalty $10 for petition of Ether Shepley et als. for a Railwas
The joint select committee to whom
the first offence, and $20 for each repetition, ! road from Portland to New Hampshire
referred the subject of repealing all laws re the fine to go to the informer; the prohibited through Saco.
lating to retailers of ardent spirits, reported a bills, however, may be paid into any bank.)
Mr. Emery of Saco moved to recommit
bill for the regulation of inn-holders and com
The resolve to amend the Constitution in , with instructions to report a Bill. Mr. E.
mon victuallers, which was read once and relation to bail was taken up, on motion of
then addressed the House in support of his
300 copies ordered to be printed.
Mr. Purington, and read a second time. motion. He said there were two routes ask
Mr. Fish presented an additional resolve (There are two resolves, one of which pro
ed for, one through Saco and one through
in favor of certain officers and soldiers of the vides for submitting to the people, the ques
Alfred. If the House were to determine that
revolution and the widows of deceased offi tion of amending the Constitution in such
but one should be granted they ought to have
cers and soldiers, was read twice, and laid on manner that offences now punishable by
both before them to determine which.
the table.
death shall not be bailable, and the other sub
Mr. Holmes replied, and moved that the
Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate mitting the question of abolishing capital pun
report lie on the table, to be taken up on the
FRIDAY, MARCH 11.
the Medaceunk Mill Company ; the Ex ishment.)
day assigned for the consideration of the route
The debate upon the questions arising out change Fire and Marine Insurance Co. ; to
On motion of Mr. Johnson, the resolves through Alfred.
Texas.—The Donaldsonville, Louisiana,
change
the
name
of
the
Maine
Granite
Co.
were laid on the table till to-morrow.
Eagle, of Feb. 13, states that the Cumanche of the Memorials for the abolition of slavery
After considerable debate, the motion made
Passed to be enacted.— Bill concerning by Mr. Holmes that the report lie on the ta
and several other tribes of Indians had de in the District of Columbia, was brought to a
SATURDAY, MARCH 12.
limited partnerships—to incorporate the ble prevailed by a vote of71 to 41.
clared war against Texas, and that they would close by the rejection, by a vote of 34 to 6, of
cooperate, to the number of 10,000 warriors, the memorial on that subject which the Sen
The bill to prevent the emission and circu Frankfort Steam Mill, Wharf and Warehouse
Passed to be enacted—An additional act
with the army of Santa Anna, which was ad ate had agreed to receive. The Senate ad- lation of bank notes of a small denomination, Corporation—the Maine Scythe and Shovel concerning Corporations ; to incorporate the
Of
this
news
,'journed
to
Monday.
Manufacturing
Company
—
the
Penobscot
vancing upon St. Antonio. Ci
-----came from the House in a new draft, amend
Damariscotta Brick Manufacturing Compa
there does not appear to be any corrobora
ed. It was read once and Monday next as River Railroad Corporation—the Limington ny ; to incorporate the Maine Sienite qnarryAcademy—concerning Constables and Col iingCo. ; Resolve repealing the Resolve to
tion, except some general reports of disaffec
signed for a second reading.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
The Committee on roads and bridges re lectors bonds—concerning the Sullivan appoint school commissioners ; an act to in
tion among the Cumanche Indians towards
MONDAY, MARCH 7.
ported legislation inexpedient on an order Hopewell Granite Company—to incorporate
our Government, and a rumor that they had
Mr. Patten moved to suspend the rules so respecting the removal of snow drifts, &c. the Howe’s Line Stage Company—the Minot corporate the Mutual Fire Insurance Co.;
torn up the treaty entered into with our comas to withdraw the resolutions of the State of They also asked to be discharged from fur Shoe Manufacturing Company—the Jones an Act respecting indictments against towns
missioners.—Daily Adv.
Virginia, which had been referred to the se ther service, having attended to all the busi boro’ and Whitneyville Radroad Company — | for not keeping high-ways in repair ; an act
to incorporate the Maine’Scythe and Shovel
the New York and Hallowell Granite Asso-1J Manufacturing Co. ; an act to incorporate the
Florida.—Accounts are received from St. lect committee. The motion was negatived, ness before them. Accepted.
ciation
—
extending
the
powers
of
Justices
of
Augustine to Feb. 25.
The troops on the ; yeas 89, nays 96. The day was chiefly ocMr. Jarvis called up the bill to increase
Western side ofthe Peninsula were concen- | cupied in the reception of petitions, many of the capital stock of York Bank, and moved the Peace in certain cases—additional to in- ,1 Jonesboro’and Whitneyville Railroad Co.;
the New York & Hallowell Granite Associatrating at Picolata, where Major Gen. Scott yhich were abolition petitions and were re to refer it to the joint delegation from the corporate the Bangor and Orono Railroad;
■ tion ; concerning constables and collectors
ferred
to
the
select
committee.
am! Gen. Eustis had arrived ; and those on
r
’
■
•* ‘ mo- Company.
County of York, and‘ stated
that
if this
bonds.
the Western side at Tampa Bay, whence they
tion prevailed he should move to refer all the
Finally Passed.—Resolve to pay the mem
Finally passed—Resolve requiring the
TUESDAY, MARCH 8.
were marching on to Camp King, under Gen.
bills to the delegations from the counties in bers of the Legislature in Gold and Silver,
Treasurer to pay members of the Legislature
Gaines. There were under arms in the ter
The House was engaged all the morning in which they propose to locate.
in silver and gold.
ritory five or six thousand men, including a- discussing a proposition to bear counsel, rela
The question was decided in the negative,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
AFTERNOON.
bout 1000 regular troops, and 4000 militia tive to the contested election in North Caro 12 to 10.
Mr. Emery of Saco gave notice that he
THURSDAY, MARCH 10.
from Georgia and South Carolina.
lina. After which Mr. Lawrence, of Massa
On motion of Mr. Purington, the bill was
A committee was appointed to see when ^!'"uld.ask ,o morr<?w 10 !“/on 'J?8 ___ A
Official intelligence has been received at chusetts, moved a suspension of the rule, for again laid on the table.
| bill to incorporate the petitioners for a Railthe
Legislature can adjourn without day.
Washington, of the arrival of Gen. Gaines the purpose of taking up the bill for the relief
Several petitions were presented and re
Portland to Portsmouth—(the
The committee to whom was referred the ! road from
.
at Fort King, with 1100 men from Tampa j of the sufferers by fire. Introductory to this ferred to the next Legislature. . Several from
Bay. A detachment from his corps visited , motion, Mr. Lawrence made some very ap the House were disposed of in the same subject of« Geological survey made a long | e°">nmtee on radroads reported a bill to m|I corporate
a railroad
report, which was ordered to be printed.
„ ■, . .the petitioners for ...
..... from
.
the battle ground where Major Dade and his propriate and judicious remarks.
manner.
The House took up the consideration of. ort^an^ through Alfred, entitled a Bill to inparty were killed. They found the bodies of
Mr. Pearce, of Rhode Island, made an in
The bill to prohibit private banking, the
corporate
the
Maine,
New
Hampshire
and
all the officers and privates killed, 108 in effectual attempt to alter the title of the bill, establishment of agencies for banks of other the Bill to prohibit the circulation and emis
Massachusetts Railroad Company, which
number, and buried them. Gen. Gaines met and the House adjourned over to Thursday.
Stales, and for the further regulation of banks sion ofsmall bills.—Mr. Perkins resumed his was read twice in the morning,—and leave to
speech.
Alter
he
had
concluded
his
re

with no Indians on his route. Indeed there
and banking, was taken up, and after some
withdraw on petition for the route through
has been no account of the encountering of
remarks from Mr. Jarvis, passed to be en marks, Mr. Merritt of Jay offered an amend Saco.)
THURSDAY, MARCH 10.
ment to strike out the 3d section, and insert
any considerable body of Indians in any
grossed.
Mr. Mildram of Wells from the committee
The North Carolina contested election was
quarter for some weeks past. The Jackson
Passed to be engrossed—Bill to incorpo a section which should go to prevent the cir
ville Courier of the 25tb gives an account of discussed on the question of hearing counsel, rate the Livingston Academy ; the Hollis culation of one dollar bills after the 1st of on Accounts reported, accompanying which
report was a Resolve which was read once,
two men being fired upon near Micanopy, by until the expiration of the hour, after which Granite Co. ; the Minot Shoe Manufacturing June, twos after the 1st of October, and all
underJive, on the 1st of January.—This a- and Thursday next assigned for a 2d reading.
a party of 15 or 20 Indians. One ofthe men the House proceeded to consider a bill ma Co.
Passed to be engrossed—An act additional
king further appropriations for the expenses
was killed and the other wounded.
Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate mendment was adopted. Mr. Richardson of in favor of revolutionary officers and soldiers,
of the Seminole war, and also the amend
Portland
then
addressed
the
House
against
Boston Daily Adv.
ments of the Senate to the bill to provide for the Penobscot Mill and Manufacturing Co.; the passage of the Bill. Mr. Parris of Buck &c. ; an Act to incorporate the Alfred Man
the payment of the militia and volunteer the Portland Granite Co. ; the Pleasant Riv field followed in favor, and Mr. Hobbs a- ufacturing Company.
MOBILE, FEB. 24.
Passed to be enacted—An Act to incorpo
corps in the service of the United States. Af er Iron and Steel Co. ; the Androscoggin gainst. Before he had concluded the House
Mobile presents quite a military appear
Canal and Mill Co. ; to create the Saco and
rate the Livingston Academy ; the Sullivan
terdisposing of these bills, the House adj.
adjourned.
ance. Troops from New Orleans and from
Biddeford village Corporation.
Hopewell Granite Company ; the Minot Shoe
the interior, destined for the Florida war,
Manufacturing Co. ; Penobscot River Rail
FRIDAY, MARCH 11.
have been crowded into the city for the last
FRIDAY, MARCH 11.
road Co. ; to enlarge the powers of Justices
MONDAY, MARCH 14.
thirty hours, and more expected. The Cour
Passed to be enacted—An Act to incorpo- of the Peace in certain cases, and regulating
The usual portion of time was consumed
ier brought three companies from Tuscaloo in debate upon the motion to reconsider the
Bill to establish the Maine Teachers’ Sem■ rate the Portland Granite Co. ; to change the the manner of supporting bastard children.
sa, consisting of 220 men, all volunteers from vote rejecting the proposition to allow the pe inary was taken up, on motion of Mr. Pur-■ name ofthe Maine Granite Co. ; to incorpo
that town and county. There were hun titioner for Mr. Graham’s seat in the House ington.
rate the Pleasant River iron and steel Co. ;
TUESDAY, MARCH 15.
dreds of volunteers more than there is au to be heard by counsel, without any question
Mr. Latham moved to postpone indefinite• to incorporate the proprietors of the Frank
Mr. Holmes with leave, laid on the table ft
thority to accept. As soon as the requisition being arrived at ; after which, the considera lylin House ; creating Saco and Biddeford vilResolve in favor of Alfred Academy ; read
of Gen. Scott was officially made known by tion of private bills occupied the residue of
Mr. Jarvis moved to amend by inserting’ lage into a corporation.
the Governor, the idea of a draft was repudi the day.
twenty four in place of twelve months, as the
The House again resumed the considera once, Thursday next assigned for a 3d readated, and volunteers to a much larger number
time which the students shall bind them tion of the Act to prohibit the emission and , ing, and referred to committee on Literature..
than the quota named, instantly claimed the
selves
to teach school after they shall have! circulation of small bills. Mr. Hobbs con | Mr. Hobbs laid on the table a Resolve in
SATURDAY, MARCH 12.
privilege of going.
received their education. After some debate, cluded his remarks. Mr. Sturdivant called favor of Eastport Academy, and Mr. CogsThe House was wholly occupied with the the amendment was adopted.
for the previous question, which was sec i well one in favor of South Berwick Academy,
motions in relation to the Report of the Com
The question on the indefinite postpone onded by one third of the members present, i which took the same course.
[From the Jacksonville Courier of Feb. 25th.] mittee of Elections, on the subject of the
Referred to the next Legislature—an act
A/ore Indian hostilities.—Extract of a letter North Carolina contested Election. After ment was then taken and decided in the neg and put by the Speaker and negatived. Mr. constituting Ellsworth the shire town of
Hobbs at the close of his remarks offered two
received by Mr. C. Waldron, dated Feb. 19th, some debate, the motion to reconsider the ative as follows :
Yeas—9.—Nays—14.
amendments, one of which went to confine Hancock county.
1836.
vote of the House, rejecting the proposition
The House took up the Resolve making
Mr. Fish moved to amend by giving the the operation ofthe law so far as it should ef
“ Yesterday, Isaac Lanin and Willis Net to permit Mr. Newland, the petitioner, to ap
appropriations for military purposes. (In thetles went after hogs a little below Mr. Sav- pear by counsel, in support of his claim to Legislature the right of locating the Semina fect Banks, to those only which might be Resolve there was a provision for $3000 foe
hereafter created, and whosp capital might
ry’s, when they were attacked by 15 or 20 the seat, was rejected—yeas 91, nays 97. ry, instead of the Governor and Council.
The amendment, after some debate, was be increased, which was negatived. The the erection of an arsenal in Augusta.} Mr.,
Indians. Mr. Nettles ran about two hundred The hour having then expired, Mr. Maury
by Mr. Fish by inserting the Trus- second was to amend so that the circulation Allen of Bangor moved to strike “ Augusta*
yards and was killed. Lanin made safe moved to suspend the rules, for the purpose : modified
tees ortt,e-'Seminaryi ¡,,stead ofthe Legislaof one pound notes and upwards, from New and insert Bangor.
home with a ball shot through the calf of his of proceeding to consider the motions pend.
°
The amendment was adopted after someBrunswick and Nova Scotia, should not be
leg. This day a company went out and found ing on the Report of the Committee of Elec- j ture. It was then adopted.
debate, and the Resolve passed to be engross
Nettle’s body,—his head taken off—his body tions, and it was agreed to—yeas 143, nays j Mr. Miller moved to amend by the addition prohibited; Mr. H. said he considered that ed.
split open and his entrails taken out. I nev 54. The motion to allow Mr. Newland to of another section, providing that the question amendment very important to that portion of
Mr. Emery of Saco laid on the table, with
er witnessed such a sight as he was. There take a seat within the bar, and to address the of the establishment of this Seminary shall be the country in which he resided, where those
leave of the House, a bill to incorporate the
have been Indians all around us several days. House in his own behalf, was agreed to nem submitted to the People. Rejected—Yeas 8; notes were in circulation. The amendment
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad Co.,
was rejected.
Many saw two yesterday morning in the dis. The question then being on the motion Nays 15.
The bill then passed to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Humphrey of Gray, the which was read twice, to-morrow assigned
prairie.”
to recommit the report with instructions
Mr. Greene, from the Committee on the bill was amended so as to prohibit the emis for a 3d reading, and ordered to be printed,
This new instance of depredation, and the to allow the sitting Member further time to
appearance of Indians in that quarter, may take depositions, a very long discussion took Judiciary, reported legislation inexpedient, on sion and circulation of one dollar bills, and 300 copies for the use of members.
Pending a motion to refer to a Select Com
order directing inquiry into the expediency of the emission of two dollar bills after the pass-,
be regarded as a manifest of their readiness 1 ‘
.
’' '
.
age of the Bill ; and the circulation of two mittee of the House, considerable debate^
to engage the whites again. It is the last “ the sitting Member,” (Mr. Graham,) took
manifest of theirs. Their triumph is short. part. Mr. Newland then intimated a desire viduals for damage sustained inconsequence dollar bills after the 1st of October next,and which gave rise to a personal altercation be
By order of General Scott, an express to address the House in opposition to the mo of riots or mobs, by the town or city in which all under five on the 1st of June, 1837. Mr. tween Mr. Perkins of Kennebunk-port and
started from this place to Milledgeville yes tion to recommit, and in favor of a speedy the same may take place, by a tax on the Bunker called for the previous question—call Mr. Holmes of Alfred. The motion to referto a select committee of the House, prevailed
terday morning.
decision on the question, and, in order to af polls when it cannot be collected of the riot not sustained, and question not put. Mr. by a vote of 65 to 39, and it was referred to>
- of- ■
Hamlin
Hampden
then addressed the ¡
Gen. Scott, we learn, intends establishing ford him a suitable opportunity the House ers—on an order directing inquiry into the r
Messrs. Emery, Cogswell, Lyman, Chadwick
expediency of repealing the 7th section of an House in favor of the Bill as amended.
a post at Volusia. Should the Indians re adjourned.
act additional to regulate Judicial process
After he had finished, Mr. Holmes of Al- and Parley.
treat Southward, as when defeated, this prob
Finally passed.—Resolves additional in fa
and proceedings, passed March 21, 1835, and fred called for the reading of the bill, as aably will become a most important post, from
Important Decision.—If has just been deci establishing the fees of Justices as they were mended—he said he wished to know if the vor of certain officers and soldiers and wid
which to receive supplies, &c.
ded by the Supreme Court in New York, before the passage of said act—on an order House knew their own baby. The bill was ows and orphans of deceased officers and sol-'
that “ combinations of individuals for the directing inquiry into the expediency of re then passed to be engrossed, as amended, by diers ; for the repeal of a resolve for the ap*
pointment of School Commissioners.
Quicker Yet A—It is stated that in one of purpose of raising or depressing the jprice of pealing the law requiring Inspectors of Fish the following vote :
the experimental trips on the Greenwich j labor, accompanied by any regulationi or act to pay a duty on their commissions—on an
Yeas—York—Chase, Cogswell, Dam, Lane,
Railway, in England, the train of six carriages calculated to deter or prevent others from order to inquire into the expediency of fur- Lord, McIntire, Perkins, Small, &c.—93.
George___
L. Crosby,—The statement that this
was conveyed at the rate of a milt a minute, working, at such prices as they please,, is an ther enactments respecting Mortgages of Real Nays—York—Brackett, Chadbourne, Cook, notorious individual had been sentenced to
or sixty miles an hour L This is annihilating indictable offence and punishable as a \misde' ' i Estate—on an order inquiring what further Cousins, Emery, Holmes, Leighton, James . the Connecticut Penitentiary, is not true ; he
I ^tQvijsioi? of law, if any,, is necessary to regu- Lord,. Ricker, &c.—73»,
space with a vengeance..
meanor.”
j w’as suffered to escape and is still at large,.

à

ere oXXijJ
"lles from ¿ L’*
hate, and th6 J"’
'thdrawn, Mr ?*
ni'elJ' Pit" ».8'’

On the Defensive.—The following Pre denomination of notes which it or they shall
amble and Resolutions were introduced into receive or the notes of such Banks, it or they
PROBATE NOTICES.
CO1TETIISSIOAERS’ AOTICE.
SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1836.
the Legislature of Pennsylvania, on the 4th shall refuse to receive of any of the Banks
OTICE is hereby given, that the sub
chartered by authority of this Commonwealth,
a Court oj Probate held at Saco, within and
inst. It is well known that it has been pro or if any of said Banks shall obey any recom
scribers have been appointed Commis Atfor
New Hampshire.—The annual election
the County of York, on the first Monday in
sioners to receive and examine the claims ofMarch, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
posed by the opponents of the United States mendation issued by any department of the
for the choice of State officers occurred in
the
creditors
of
the
estate
of
general
government
in
reference
to
those
dred
and thirty six, by the Hon. WM. A.
Bank, in several States, to prohibit the circu
New Hampshire on the 8th inst. The JackJOHN EMERY,
HA YES, Judge of said Court :
lation of the bills issued by this institution subjects ; then the charter or charters of said late of Kennebunk, in the County of York
DWARD E. BOURNE, Executor of
son candidate for Governor was elected with
bank or banks shall become ipso facto void,
within their limits, by legislative enactments. and be repealed ; and shall be so declared by master mariner, deceased, represented in
the last will of Ebcnezer Shackley, late
out any serious opposition. Decided majori
the- —
19th
The Legislatures of Ohio and New York the Supreme Court upon sieri facias, issued! solvent, that six months from —
of Kennebunk, in said county, gentleman,
— of
ties of the Councillors, Senators and Repre
returnable
to
them
—
Provided
that
any
issue
I
In
st.
are
allowed
to
said
creditors
for
deceased, having presented his first account
have already taken steps to carry this meas
sentatives elect are administration-men. Do
of fact in relation to such course of forfeiture ' br’nS,n® ’n ,l)e,r claims, and proving their of administration of the estate of said deceas
ure
into
effect,
in
compliance,
doubtless,
with
and repeal shall be tried by jury ; and the | debts, and that said Commissioners will at- ed for allowance :
ver, Somersworth and two or three other
the advice of the ruling powers at Washing Governor of this commonwealth or the Legis- j lend f°r
pu»’Pose
receiving and examORDERED—That the said executor give
towns in Strafford county elected whig rep
- ---------- 1
1
* • - •
■
ining the claims aforesaid, at the office of
resentatives. In Portsmouth, the Jackson- ton. The United States Bank is no longer a lature may order such sieri facias, to issue Joshua Herrick, in Kennebunk-port, in said notice to all persons interested, by causing a
copy of this order to be published three
national institution, but it is a State Bank, whenever he or they may deem sufficient
men could not agree about the division of the
county, on the third Mondays of April and weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
cause to exist.
and
has
a
right
to
expect
and
claim
protec

September next, from two to four of the zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
* loaves and fishes.’ There were about fifty
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
candidates for Representatives to the State tion from the Slate by which it was charter [Correspondence of the Journal of Commerce ] clock P. M. on each of said days.
JOSHUA HERRICK, ? Commission- be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
ed,
and
the
State
is
bound,
as
well
by
its
own
WASHINGTON, MARCH 12.
Legislature, most of them Jacksonrnen,—on
BENJ. F. MASON, {
ers.
first Monday in April next, at ten of the
Intelligence has been received here of a
the first balloting, one Representative was interest as by a due regard to its honor, to
Kennebunk-port, March 18, 1836.
clock in. the forenoon, and shew cause, if
dispute of a serious character, between Gen
protect
it
by
every
means
in
its
power
against
any they have, why the said account should
elected, on the second one, on the third two,
eral
Gaines
and
General
Scott,
in
conseand on the fourth no choice was effectedt the attacks of its opponents.—Can the State I quence of which, great detriment to the ser CO1T5JWIISSIO1VEKS’ NOTICE. not be allowed.
of Pennsylvania, under these circumstances, ’
„„
,5 atmctpateu.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
vice, in the Florida campaign, is anticipated,
E the subscribers, having been ap
when further proceedings were arrested by
A true copy—Attest,
be
censured
for
adopting
the
course
recomIt
is
even
reported
that
General
Gaines
has
cv
luwtiii.^i.
io
tvcu
icpuuuu
Him
vicutritti
uailies
DBS
pointed
by
the
Honorable
William
the arrival of the hour of midnight, at which
„
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
We think
A. Hayes, Judge of Probate within and for
March 19.
>
fo
......... Put General Scott under arrest. The diffi
time, says the Portsmouth Journal, “ the cur mended by these resolutions?
not. It acts only on the defensive, and a- culty has originated from points of military the County of York, Commissioners to re
tain fell—and the battle was done.” The i ...
i
• •
. etiquette, growing out of their respective ceive and examine the claims of the several At a Court of Probate holden at South Berwick,
dopts the only means ln ns power to guard c|aill,s in ®egard lo ,.ank and cou\,nanA. creditors of the estate of
within and for the County of York, on the first
whigs generally took very little interest in
Monday of February, in the year of our Lord
NAHUM DAY,
the,contest, and in most of the counties, we its interests and protect its rights. But it be- General McCoomb, “ General in Chief of the
eighteen
hundred and, thirty-six, by the
hoves those who are upholding and support Army,” has been ordered to Florida, to take late of Wells, in said county, deceased, repre
Hon WM. A. H AYES, Judge of said Court :
believe, had no regular candidates for State '
the
command
and
reconcile
the
disputants,
sented
insolvent,
hereby
give
notice
that
six
ing the party who are waging such a vindic
the petition of Abigail W. Smith,
and County officers.
or prevent their quarrel from endangering months are allowed to said creditors to bring
tive warfare against this Institution, and who the success of the campaign. General Mewidow of David Smith, late of Ken
in and prove their claims, and that we shall
Massachusetts.—A Convention of the are adopting such measures to injure its Coomb and suite, left the city this morning, attend to that service at the office of Edward nebunk, esquire, deceased, praying for an al
lowance out of the personal estate of said de
E. Bourne, Esq. in Kennebunk, in said ceased :
Whig members of the Legislature of Mas prosperity, as to call for counter legislation for Florida.
The
report
which
has
been
prevalent
that
county,
on
the
last
Saturdays
of
this
and
the
sachusetts was held in Boston, on Thursday on the part of the State by which it is char
QRDERED—That the petitioner give
a Minister had arrived from Mexico, charged five following months, at ten o’clock in the
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
evening, 10th inst. Resolutions were adopt tered, to pause and reflect. The questions — with an offer for the sale of Texas to the U. forenoon of each of said days.
and to all persons interested in said estate,
ed re-affirming the nomination of Daniel To what will such legislation tend—will it States is destitute of a shadow of foundation.
ALEX. WARREN,
? Commission- by causing a copy of this order to be pub
Webster to the Presidency, and nom not promote sectional jealousies, and injure
THEODORE WELLS, $
ers.
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
Kennebunk, March 18, 1836.
inating Francis Granger, of New York, to materially the public weal,—are serious ones Extract of a letter from an officer at Fort
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
Drane, to the Quarter Master General.
successively, that they may appear at a
and deserve to be well pondered by every
the Vice Presidency.
“ General Gaines, with about 1000 men,
Probate Court to be holden at Kenne
man who regards Country more than Party.
bunk, in said county, on the first Monday in
Connecticut^—The general election in We believe that the people are beginning to consisting of four companies of the 2d artille
ry, seven companies of 4th infantry, about
S the subscriber is about closing his pres April next, at ten of the clock in the
this State occurs on the first Monday in April. see things as they are—to learn that the pre five hundred ami fifty volunteers from Lou
ent business, he will sell his
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
The canvass is carried on with much spirit tensions of the Jackson-party are hollow and isiana, and about seventy friendly Indians,
why theprayerof said petition should not
STOCK OF GOODS
arrived at Fort King on the 22d. The troops
by both parties. The contest will be a close
unmeaning, that their practice is to “ reward left Tampa Bay on the J3th. On their way at reduced prices a few weeks ; those be granted.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
one, and the result unusually important, as
wishing to purchase will do well to call and
friends and punish enemies,”—that the great they buried the bodies of those killed at the examine for themselves.
A true copy—Attest,
upon the Legislature to be elected will deWm. Cutter Allen. Register.
objects of the leaders are office, emolument battle of Othlacooche on the 28th December,
All persons indebted to the subscriber, by
volve the cboice of two United States SenaMarch 19.
and power. We have cheering evidence that (Major Dade’s command :) they found all the note or account, are requested to call and set
bodies. They saw no hostile Indians on the tle immediately ; and those to whom he is in
tors.
the people are tired of the dominion of the way, and very few signs of them.”
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, with
debted are requested to call and receive their
in and for the County of York, on the first
Pennsylvania Legislature.—Important office-holders and are determined no longer
pay.
LUMBER & COUNTRY PRO
Monday in March, m the year of our Lord
DUCE
will
be
received
in
payment
if
offered
Movement.— In the House of Representa quietly to submit to their dictation.
Banking Capital.—The Committee of
eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon
J. G. MAIO.
Whereas, The mutual interest, not less the Massachusetts Legislature, to whom the immediately.
tives, on the 7th inst. a resolution w'as offer
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Kennebunk, March 18, 1836.
Court:
ed, instructing the Senators from that State than the ties of common kindred, and the memorial praying for the charter of a Bank
highest sense of patriotism which binds to of ten millions, was referred, has reported in
NCREASE S. KIMBALL, Executor of
in Congress, (Messrs. McKean and Buchan gether the different States of our national favor of the prayer of the petitioners.—It is
the last will of Simeon Ricker, late of
an,) to vote against expunging from the union, should be promoted by every facility proposed, in a report, of the committee on
Lebanon, in said county, deceased, having
Banks
and
Banking
of
the
New
York
Legis

Journal of the Senate the resolution censur which can invite to that intimate commercial
N excellent Tannery, situated in York presented his first account of administration
ing Gen. Jackson. It was adopted in the intercourse between the citizens of the dif lature, to increase the amount of Banking
village, containing twenty pits, a good oi the estate of said deceased for allowance ?
ferent States which has so happily been hith capital in that State to the amount of nine
and also his private account against the es
Bark Mill, Curry Shop, and a water privilege
House by a vote of 64 to 25.—Mr. Buchan erto fostered among them :
millions eight hundred and fifty thousand dol
tate of said deceased for allowance :
that
never
fails,
together
with
a
convenient
an, when elected Senator, pledged himself
And Whereas, Pennsylvania has always lars.—The fate of the bills granting an in
ORDERED—That the said executor
two story dwelling house and barn, and two
to conform to instructions or vacate his seat, been willing, by every effort in her power, to crease of Capital and new Charters, in our acres of first rate Mowing and Tillage land. give notice to all persons interested, by caus
State
Legislature,
would
seem
to
be
a
little
encourage
such
intercourse,
as
one
of
the
ing a copy of this order to be published three
and must, consequently, if the resolution
For further particulars inquire of
strongest bonds of the union of the States, doubtful. The movement in reference to
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
JOSEPH P. JUNKINS.
passes the Senate, either obey or resign. It
by treating with respect the institutions of them, in the Senate, on Saturday last, looks
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
York, March 16, 1836.
is believed that it will pass the Senate by her sister States, established as well to pro a little anti-bankish.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
a majority of 5 or 6 votes.—The Washington mote it, as the interest of her immediate citi
Green Calf Skins Wanted. be held at York, in said county, on the first
Temperance iWeetingr.
Globe expresses the opinion that should this zens, she cannot therefore regard with any
ANTED, by the subscriber, a few hun Monday in May next, at ten of the clock in
other than feelings of sincere regret the man
THE regular monthly meetingof the Ken
resolution pass both branches of the Legis
dred Green CALF SKINS, for the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
ifestation of a different spirit by any other nebunk Temperance Society will be held at
have, why the said accounts should not be
which
the heighth of the market will be given.
lature, Mr. Buchanan “ will obey or resign.” State
but while she can never cease to the vestry of the 2d parish, on Monday eve
allowed.
RALPH CURTIS.
deplore such spirit, a consideration of self- ning next, March 21stT commencing at 7
Attest, W^f. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk, March'19, 1836.
Kentucky.—James Clarke has been respect, and a resolute determination to o’clock precisely. An Address on the sub
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
nominated as a candidate for Governor by maintain the rights of her citizens, must im ject of Temperance is expected.
GRASS SEED.
March 12.
March 19, 1836.
the whigs of this State, and Charles Wick pel her, however reluctantly, to meet such
ERDS GRASS & Clover Seed, for
spirit by countervailing legislation :
At a Court of Probate held at Sacot within and
liffe for Lieutenant Governor.—The Van
sale by
And Whereas, It appears that in the Sen
_
__________
H
Y
MENE
A
L
•_
_________
for the County of York, on the seventh day
Buren men support M. Flourney as a can ate of Ohio, a bill has been introduced to pro
WILLIAM LORD.
of March, in the year of our Lord eighteen
MARRIED---- In Saco, 13th inst, Capt.
March 19, 1836.
didate for the former office, and E. Hide for hibit the establishment within that State of
hundred and thirty-six, by the Honourable
G
eorge
J
ordan
,
to
Miss
S
arah
A
nn
,
daughter
the latter.—The whigs are united and active, any branch, office or agency, of one of the of George Scamman, Esq.
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
The
third
and
last
Call
Banks of this State, called the Bank of the
Court:
and will doubtless succeed in electing their
New Orleans, Mr. James Potter, of Boston,
O all persons having unsettled accounts
United States, and to prohibit also the intro to At
Miss Lydia A Lewis, of Portsmouth, N. H.
RCHIBALD SMITH, earned Executor
candidates for State officers, by handsome duction, passage or circulation within that
with the late firm of
At Walnut Hills, Ohio, Rev. Calvin E. Stowe,
in a certain instrument purporting to be
MILLER A HALL.
majorities, at the next election.
state of the bills, notes, checks, drafts or or Professor in Lane Seminar}, to Miss Catherine,
the last will and testament of Henry Smith,
All
such
accounts,
remaining
unsettled
af

ders
of
said
bank,
or
of
any
branch,
office
daughter of Lyman Beecher, D. D.
Gen. Harrison was nominated by the Leg
ter the twentieth day of April next, will pos late of Alfred,, in said county,clerk, deceased,
or agency thereof :
islature of Kentucky, on the 20th ult. as a
itively be left in the hands of an Attorney having presented the same for probate:
OBITUARY
And Whereas, While we are willing to
ORDERED—That the said executor give
candidate for the Presidency. Among those cement our connection with this and every
for collection.
DIED—In Fort Wayne, Indiana, on the 28th
notice to all persons interested, by caus
March 17, 1836.________________________
who voted in favor of the resolution was other state in the Union by a perfect recipro ult. Mrs. Eunice, wife of Hugh McCulloch,
ing a copy of this order to be published
John L. Helm, Speaker of the House of Rep city of benefits and advantages, we hold it lo Esq. of that place, and daughter of Col. Enoch House and Salt Harsh by three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
be our right, as it is our duty, to protect our Hardy of this town, aged 26 years.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
resentatives, who has been claimed all-along citizens, our institutionsand our state, against
Auction.
In Kennebunk port, Jan. 30, Capt. William
N Wednesday, May 4tb, at may appear at a Probate Court to be held
by the Van Buren-men as a member of the every attempt, come it from what quarter it Smith, aged 95 years and three months—Feb.
one o’ciock, P. M. will be at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
may, to inflict injury or insult upon them. 10th, Mr. Edward H Smith, aged 22 years
party.
_________________
Monday
of April next, at ten of the
sold, on the premises near Lord
’s
In this town, John Nelson, son of Mr. Wil
Therefore.
liam Daniels, aged 16 months.
_________ Tannery—a one story House & clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Bangor City Election.—Edward Kent,
Resolved, That the committee on Banks
they have, why the said instrument should
In North Berwick, on the 9th instant,
the whig candidate, was elected Mayor of inquire into the expediency of passing a law of consumption, Mrs. Pandora, wife of Mr. Barn—one acre of Land, also 4 acres Salt not be proved, approved and allowed as the
Marsh^—near the Wildes’ Dike.
the city of Bangor on Monday last, by a ma to prohibit the establishment within thisState, Isaiah Chadbourn, aged 30 years.—Editors of
last will and testament of the said deceased.
BENJAMIN F. MASON, Auctioneer.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
jority of 230 votes over all other candidates. of any branch, office or agency, and the in the Eastern papers are respectfully requested
Kennebunk-port, March 9, 1836.
troduction, passage, or circulation within this to give this an insertion.—[Com.
A true copy—Attest,
The votes were as follows :—Kent 770 ; State, of the bills, notes, checks, drafts or or
In Buxton, James I. son of Mr. John Wingate,
(E?’A chance for Bargains. «£0 March 12. Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Roberts (Jackson) 493 ; Scattering, (most of ders of any bank, branch, office or agency, of aged 11 months.
PRICES REDUCED.
In
Limington,
Mr.
Samuel
Larrabee,
aged
which were probably thrown by whigs) 47.— any State which has, or may hereafter, pro
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
about 83 years, a revolutionary pensioner.—
HE subscriber contemplating a new ar
hibit
the
establishment
within
such
State,
of
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
The Jacksonrnen were in the minority in ev
rangement in his business and wishing
any branch, office or agency of any bank of Dea. William Small, aged 76 years, a revolution
day in March, in the year of our Lord eigh
ery ward. We have not seen returns of the this State, and the introduction, passage or ary pensioner.—Rev. Jonathan Atkinson, aged
to reduce his present stock of goods, will sellteen hundred and thirty-six, by the Hon. WM.
78 years, the former minister of the Congrega
votes for Aidermen, Councilmen, &c.—but circulation within such State of the bills, tional church and society.—Also Edward Pay- for a short time at reduced prices for cash.
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
J. G. PERKINS.
LIJAH CURTIS, administrator of the
there is no reason to doubt that the whig notes, drafts or orders of any of the banks of son, the only son of Dea. Joshua Small, aged 1
Kennebunk-port, March 12, 1836.
estate of Jotham Johnson, late of
this State ; inflicting for the violation of such year and 10 months.
candidates were successful.
Wells, in said county, deceased, having pre
law, the same pains and penalties by which
In Newburyport, 4th inst. Miss Lydia L.
sented his account of administration of the
Bucksport.—The annual election for the such state has or may have enforced such Demining, daughter of Mrs. Olive Demming,
formerly of S. Berwick. Her remains were
estate of said deceased for allowance :
prohibition.
choice of town officers, in this town, took
carried
to
Kittery-point
and
interred.
ORDERED—That the said administrator
....O I
Ay ANTED to exchange a
The following new sections to the above
At
Alabama,
Mr.
James
Goodwin,
aged
40,
a
place on the 7th inst. and was contested on
**
Cow with calf, or one give notice to all persons interested, by caus
bill were offered on the 7th inst.
native
of
the
State
of
Maine,
and
for
several
that will probably calve in the ing a copy of this order to be published three
party grounds. The whigs were completely
years a respectable citizen of Mobile.
course of May next; for a New- weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
triumphant. Bucksport has for several years That if any one of the United States should
In Sterling, 8th inst. Mr. Manassah Willard,
prohibit the circulation within its limits of aged 50.
Milch Cow, or one that will calve in the zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
been under the dominion of the Jackson parcourse of two or three weeks. None but a that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
the notes of any Bank chartered by this com
first rate Cow is wanted—as the one which is held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first
monwealth, then all the notes of all the
_____________
offered in exchange is a first rate Cow for Monday in April next, at ten of the clock
banks chartered by such states shall be, and
SHIP
NEWS.
In Farmington, Kennebec County, hither
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
are hereby prohibited from circulation with
milk, and only five years old.
to a strong Jackson town, at a recent elec in the State of Pennsylvania ; and it shall be
A liberal difference will be paid for the have, why the said account should not be al
KENNEBUNK, MARCH 19, 1836.
sake of the immediate use of the milk. For lowed.
tion of town officers, thorough-going whigs the duty of the Governor to give notice of
ARRIVED.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
further particulars enquire at the Gazette &
were chosen to fill the most important offices. such prohibition, by ‘proclamation, as soon as
March
12
—
Schs.
Grape,
Ward,
Boston
;
Al

A true copy—Attest,
any State shall have prohibited the circula
Palladium Office.
fl The People are coming.”
pha,
Perkins,
do.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tion of the notes of the Bank of PennsylvaniMarch 12, 1836._______ _____________ _
sailed.
March 12.
In Bridgton, Cumberland County, on a above stated—and if any person within this
March 15—Sch. Mary & Harriet, Boston.
’ Heal Estate for Sale.
Monday last, Richard T. Smith, Solomon An State shall receive or pay out any bank note
*9881 ‘9 £ren.iqaj ‘qunqouuayj
n
n
FI1HE subscriber ofSch Jubilee, of Cape Porpoise, Fletcher mas
of any State, thus prohibited, after the expi
A
fers for sale the
drews and Ashbel Cram, were chosen Select ration of thirty days from the publication of ter, sailed from Boston the. 1st of December for
XJHVTIIH d IAHT , ,
•SJiou paAo.idde .io qseo .ioj aaoj
farm on which he now
men, and Dixey Stone Town Clerk—all such proclamation, he shall be deemed guilty Norfolk, Ya.—was obliged to put into Glouces
X.19A pps oq piM qoiqw ‘suaoned juo.iayip jo
ter for a harbor—sailed from G. 4th and experi
lives,
containing
about
of
a
misdemeanor,
and
on
conviction
thereof
whigs. Bridgton has hitherto been one of
S 3 Á OIS
shall undergo imprisonment for not more than enced very rough weather, was blown off the one hundred and ten acres of good Land, { S3 H V» Æ 8 » I J
the strong holds of Jacksonism. These are sixty days, or pay a fine of not less than fifty, coast and arrived at Bermuda in 48 days, with with the buildings thereon, situated in North
jo iuatuj.iosse o&uq R0p?s)joj
considerable
damage
to
sails
&c.
and
at
Norfolk
w signs” worth recording.
Kennebunk-port—about thirty-five acres of
nor more than two hundred dollars. Provi the 6th inst.
•ssauisnq OAOjg pun uij; oqj oj soorj
the Farm is
ded, that this act shall notextend to the notes
-UOjddB SB ‘oSb JO S4B8Á U99JXIS pUB U99J "W*
MEMORANDA.
MOWING
&
TILLAGE
LAND,
-anoj
uoaMioq
‘spu[ oaiiob O9.iqt .10 (JAAmLj
Robert P. Dunlap was unanimously of any state which may prohibit the circula
Ar. at Boston, 15th, sch. Angerona, Jordan,
the remainder is pasture and Wood land.
nominated for re-election as Governor, at a tion of the notes of a particular denomination Saco.
07" ‘Áiaiinpaiiiiiii p»>uuAk«£0
Convention of the Jackson members of the of the branches of this state, provided such
Cid. at New Orleans, 26th ult. ship Neva, There is a lot of Meadow land on the farm
which, with a little labor, may be made to
Legislature, held at Augusta, on the evening law be general and applies to the Bank notes Perkins, Boston.
WOOD ! WOOD I I
Cid. at Charleston, 3d inst. ship Berwick, produce abundance of hay. There is an ex
of the same denomination of all other states,
of the JL6th inst.
E would once more remind those who
cellent Orchard, with about 20 trees grafted
including the state thus making the prohibi Chandler, Liverpool.
have promised Wood in payment for
Cid. at New York, 11th inst. brig Ponce, Da with the best of fruit, a good well of water,
State Legislature.—In the House of tion.
vis, of this port, for Ponce ;—ar. 12th, sch. Clara and otherwise well-watered. It would make
Newspapers, and those who wish to pay in
Representatives on Wednesday
Sec. 3d. That if any Bank or Banks char Fisher, Littlefield, Matanzas, 12.
a good farm for any one that would like to that article, that now is the last chance they
Five, on the part of the House, were add tered, or which may hereafter be chartered At Havre, 4th ult ship Marion, Davis, Charles purchase it. Said Farm will be offered for will probably have of hauling it this season.
by
this
Commonwealth,
and
now
selected,
or
ton,—ar. 2d ; Sailed barque Pomona, Nason, sale at a bargain, until Thursday the 14th We would further observe, that we must have
ed to the Joint Standing Committee on Rail
roads and Canals, to constitute a committee which may hereafter be selected by the Gen- London.
more substantial than promises,
At Havana, 1st inst. ship Com. Morris, wait day of April next—when, if not sold, I shall something
_ take _into
______________
___the
____
j--- —
to
consideration
subject
of the oral Government or any of its departments,
and that those who do not haul wood before
at
10
o
’
clock,
A.
M.
sell
it
at
Auction
in
lots
iwo proposed routes for Railroads from Port- ’ to receive the public deposits, shall permit ing freight.
the sledding is gone, will be required to pay
land to the New Hampshire line, and the two the General Government or any of its depart
The Light Boat has been removed from the to suit purchasers.
1
JAMES KIMBALL. . Cash.
JAMES K. REM1CH.
bills were committed to this committee with : ments to regulate the amount of specie which Long Shoal to Pamlico Sound for repairs, and
Kennebunk, March 5, 1836.
North Kennebunk-port, March 10,1836.
instructions ;o report a Statement of facts, 4 it or they may be required to possess, or the will be absent several weeks.
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A CURE FOR THE

THE NEW YORK LADY’S
PROSPECTUS OF THE
was on motion taken up, when Mr. Dole
COMPANION.
YANKEE
FARMER
of Aina offered a preamble and resolution as
—devoted to—
a substitute for the resolution offered by the
OWEVER inveterate, in one hour’s
HIS paper is mostly devoted to the im Original and select tales, sketches, stories,
[From the N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.]
Rev. Mr. Tappan, and of the 2nd Resolu- I
arts, sciences, amusements, fashions and
application, and no danger from
portant branches of Agriculture and
HUMBUGS.
tion as reported by the committee of Arevery description of Polite Literature.
Horticulture ; but as it contains many valua
taking cold, by using
But most of all that we deplore,
rangements.
The
Society
adopted
it
as
a
ble articles and receipts on the care, manage
HE selections will be made with taste
Is the next Humbug—Number Four—
DUMFRIES’ ITCH OINTMENT.
substitute, and after an animating debate, in 1ment and diseases of animals, on Arts and
By which ’tis hoped that we and France,
and judgment, from the most celebra
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety,
May yet lead off a bloody dance,
which Messrs. B. Tappan, T. S. Brown, A. Trades,
<
Domestic Economy, Health, &c. &c., (ieu auu
ulslIlJ
gU1BIlcu
---- and
ted and
distinguished
’English, French
expedition, ease and certainty, stands unri<
That our old Chief, so grim and hoary,
Dole, Mr. Caldwell, T. Pomroy, T. Adams, almost every thinking person, let his employ- j German Periodicals, on a plan that will be at
vailed for the cure of this troublesome com«
May reap another crop of glory.
J. Allen and H. Tollman took part, the ment be what it may, will find it to be a val- ! ot)Ce agreeable, entertaining and interesting,
The case is this as legends tell :—
uable repository of useful knowledge. The an(] at 3UCh a low price, that it can be ob- plaint. It is so rapid as well as certain in
same
finally
passed
as
follows,
with
only
Before great Buonaparte fell,
Editor is practised in those branches to j tained by every class of readers. This pub- its operation, as to cure this disagreeable
When waging that long war-like pull,
three dissenting votes.
which the paper is mostly devoted, and i. lication
•
will be of that nature which will en- disorder most effectually, in one hour's ap.
With his next neighbor, Johnny Bull,
Whereas, The principles first adopted
makes them his principal and favorite study ;;j sure its success to every branch of the com-ji plication only !
Being rather short one day of change,
by
the
friends
of
Temperance
are
defec

he will receive the assistance of some of the |! rnonity, and all articles will be of a moral,
(A circumstance not often strange,)
It does not contain the least particle of
tive, inasmuch as they admit the use of most intelligent men in this part of the coun , pleasing and instructive nature.
He laid bis hands upon a raft
mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, and
Of Jonathan’s best merchant craft—
intoxicating
drinks in some of their try ; and from many valuable works already ij It will be issued on the 15th of every
may be applied with perfect safety by preg.
And doomed it all to confiscation.
most insidious and fatal forms, under the published, and many able journals in different ' month, stitched on a colored cover, printed
By which he raised our indignation,
parts of the United States, the most valuable on
_ good
__ rpaper,
r , with new and handsome type, nant females, or to children at the breast.
name
of
Fermented
Liquors
—
and
whereas,
And Jonathan he swore “ tarnation.”
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample dianc
| contain
_____
21../from
’.
"forty to fifty large
„ octavo
-----the evils of intemperance must be perpetua matter will be selected that is suited to this __
But lo ! our rulers of that age,
climate.
|
pages,
which
form
at
the
close
of
the
j
year
rections.
(So runs the tale in hist’ry’s page,)
ted so long as they are continued in use as
From many testimonials in favor of the I tvvo uncommon large volumes for the small
Instead of dealing hearty thwacks
drinks : Therefore
following ipw.«..«*
resolution..........
of the
Cum-1
sum of
of THREE
THREE dollars
dollars per
per annum,
annum, payable
payable
1Farmer
urine* the
uie luuuwiug
~ —
... sum
Instanter, on the Frenchmen’s backs,
DR. RELFE’S
Resolved, As the sentiments of this Soci berland
bciiauu Agricultural
agnvuiiuiai and
nun Horticultural ----;----Sociejlun auvcuiuu
advance ,; Hin
the iaoi
last number of each volume
Preferred at Master Bull to rail,
ety, that total abstinence from all intoxi ty, passed at their
■ • annual’ meeting
'
*last' fall
" " vvill be accompanied by a beautiful engravedI
And dangle at Napoleon’s tail.
cating drinks is the only effectual antidote when the paper was published in Cornish, is title page and index.. The
will be oc
T’..- work
Thus left—the grievous insult lay,
For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Listlesscasionally embellished with splendid draw
to the evils of Intemperance, and that it is selected«
Till thirty years had rolled away ;
ness, Headache, Costiveness, Flatulence,
Resolved,
That
in
the
absence
of
a
period

ings
and
engravings.
our
duty
and
the
duty
of
the
friends
of
When all at once up rises Jackson,
Cholic, Bilious Affections, <^c.
ical
paper
in
the
county
of
Cumberland,
de

The
advantages
arising
from
the
above
And bid9 us quick to swing our packs on,
Temperance throughout the State, to prac
voted to Agriculture, Horticulture, Rural and publication will be easily conceived,—con
O comment on the efficacy of these
And sally forth, each mother’s son,
tice in accordance with this principle—and
With knife and halbert, sword and gun,
Domestic Economy, and other practical in taining by far a greater quantity of matter
Pills, after a successful experience of
that the Executive Committee be instructed formation useful to the Farmer, we cheerfully than could in any other way be brought to
And at the Frenchmen make a dash,
many years in England and America has
to inculcate this principle through the i recommend to the patronage of the Agricul gether in one form and in a regular and
Unless they quick shell out the cash.
Mounseer, surprised, first grins and scrapes,
Maine Temperance Herald and their A- turists and citizens generally of this county standard manner, which is far preferable to established their reputation, is needless:
Like one of Cooper’s new found apes.
the Yankee Farmer, a semi-monthly paper keeping Scrap Books and Albums, or preser Suffice it to observe, that for redundancy of
gents.
Swears roundly that the ships were rotten,
i published in Cornish, Maine, by S. W. Cole, ving every piece that is interesting to the Bile, Flatulence, Costiveness, Headache
The
12th
resolution
was
taken
up
and,
on
And that he thought ’twas all forgotten ;—
motion ofT. S. Brown, laid on the table. as a cheap and valuable repository of Agricul- reader ; whereas in the proposed publication, &c. &c. they will undoubtedly prove fan
But Jackson swore he’d none of that,
And swung aloft his cocked-up hat,
13. Resolved, That the Executive Com. tural information, and meriting the encour- all can be preserved alike and in a suitable more serviceable than those drastic purges
, agement of the Society and its friends,
style for binding ; and thus not only do credit too frequently employed, and will not only
On which Mounseer with bow profound,
mittee be instructed to inquire and reporti
TERMS.
Promised six shillings on the pound.
to the library of the Philosopher, but add at the same time tend to remove the offenck
“ Agreed !” cried Rives, who made the jour. how many persons in this State, within the:
The Yankee Farmer is published every greatly to the knowledge and amusement of ing cause by gentle motions, and strengthen
last thirty years, having been connected with1 other Monday on a demi-sheet in quarto form every branch of the present generation.
ney
the digestive organs, but improve the appe
To act as Uncle Sam’s Attorney ;—*•
taverns or groceries where ardent spirits5 suitable for binding, at one dollar a year. A
A'publication on this plan has never been
But turning round, he gave a wink,
title page and index will be furnished at the1 attempted in New York, although many of a tite and renovate the system.
have been sold, have become drunkards.
To say as much as this :—“ I think
Price 50 cents.
similar nature have been long established in
14, As licensed dram-shops and dram- close of the year.
“ 'Tis after’all a little funny,
The first volume of the Farmer was pub’ our sister cities with great success ; the pub
“ That France should pay me so much money.’ ’ selling taverns furnish the principal facili
CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS.
“ Begar
says France, “ vat’s dat you say ? ties to dram-drinking and intemperance, lished in 1835, which may be had at the office lisher therefore begs leave to assure the pub
bound or unbound. The second volume
“ Begar I you vissle for your pay
The relief is immediate, without the least
and are at this time the greatest obstacles to commenced the first of January ; new sub lic, that his arrangements are such that he
Quoth Jackson fiercely , “ out upon her,
hopes to meet the patronage of an enlighten injury to the Teeth. Price 50 cents a box.
the progress of the Temperance reform: scribers can have back numbers.
“ Mounseer has broke his word of honor 1”
ed and discriminating community.
therefore,
“ Vat’s dat you say ?” cries le grand Nation,
Post Masters and officers of Agricultural
Several gentlemen of known literary talent
u Begar '. you make von explanation
Resolved, That it is the doty of all who Societies are requested to act as agents. have generously tendered their assistance, to BR. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPECIFIC.
“ Not I quoth Andrew—and he swore,
have the power, to exercise it in prohibit They are authorized to receive and give re enable the Publisher to accomplish his object For Sick Headache, fye. Price 50 cents.
While striding angry o’er the floor,
in commencing the “ New York Lady's Com
ing all such facilities to intemperance, that ceipts for payments.
He’d ne’er indite the phraseology,
(t/^None are genuine unless signed T.
Any person who will send us five dollars panion."
the public good may be thereby greatly pro
Of “ Explanation" or “ Apology !”
shall have six papers for one year.
All those splendid sketches that have gain KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprie
So stands the case, and no one knows,
moted.
S. W. COLE.
ed such celebrity in France and Italy, w/ili be tor, and successoi' to Dr. Conway,) by
How soon we all must come to blows—
The 13th and 14th Resolutions, after be
Portland, Feb. 29,1836.
Exchange the war of letter-writing,
translated and re-printed in the columns of whom they are for sale, at his Counting
For plain, old fashioned, true-blue fighting— ing read, were adopted.
this monthly periodical.—The great range of Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
The following resolution was offered by
That we may wipe away the stain,
materials the publisher has already in his by his special appointment, by
Inflicted in Napoleon’s reign—
the committee of Arrangements, which after
power, together with the assistance offered,
HE
subscribers,
having
contracted
with
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
And which though then a dirty blot,
a considerable discussion, was passed.
will enable him to present to the public such
the
town
of
Kennebunk-port,
to
sup

SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
For thirty years had been forgot,
a work as he hopes will meet their approba
Resolved, That we have entire confi
port the Poor of said town the present year,
Oh Honor 1 what a humbug thou,
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
dence in the Executive Committee of this hereby give notice that they have made the tion, and he asks only for the support to
Oh Glory 1 what a cheat—I vow !
which
the
merits
of
the
publication
may
enti

necessary
provisions
for
their
support.
They
■ Society, and that we pledge ourselves and
the Societies which we represent to sustain therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust tle him.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
(['^’Subscriptions received at No. 58, Wall
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
- them in their plansand efforts, by a faith ing any of the paupers of said town, as they Street, up stairs—where letters may be ad
are
determined
to
pay
no
bill
for
their
sup

ful and hearty co-operation.
[From the Maine Temperance Herald.]
dressed
to
the
subscriber
(postpaid.)
port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
The 11th Resolution was taken up and
VPost Masters and others becoming aFRANCIS BOSTON.
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE MAINE STATE
AS constantly on hand an extensivea«after some slight alteration was adopted as
gents for the work, are required to remit only
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835.
ly.
sortment of
TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
$2,50 to the publisher for each subscriber.
follows:
Persons furnishing five subscribers and for
[CONCLUDED.]
Resolved, That the too little interest
Real Estate for Sale.
warding the amount of $15, will be entitled
Mr. Vose of Augusta, from the commit now felt by the friends of Temperance
o
HP HE subscriber offers for sale to the work free for one year.
tee appointed to take into consideration throughout the State, in this great cause of
his Dwelling-house, (a two
WILLIAM W. SNOWDEN.
the amendment of the Constitution of this modern benevolence, demands the serious
! 1H
story L. house, 44 by 41 feet,)
New-York, 1835.
Society , made a report which was accepted. consideration of this Society, as well as an
barn. Stable and five acres of
The Committee proposed the following a- inquiry into its cause.
Land adjoining, situated in Alfred, about £ a
VEGETABLE MEDICINES,
lc
mile from the village, on the road to the
On motion,
mendments:
REPARED by Dr. Elias Smith,
Among the School Books are the follow
To amend the 10th Article by striking
Voted, That the Vice Presidents of this “ Shaker’s Village,” so called. For further
Boston. The following are among
ing
out all after the word “ meeting.” And in Society be added to the committee to which particulars apply to the subscriber on the the many preparations kept constantly for
Conversations on Vegetable Physiology;
premises.
ANDREW NOBLE.
serting in Article 3d, after the words u ar was referred the subject of“ considering the
sale by JOHN LILLIE, Druggist, Kenne Flint’s Lectures upon Natural History, Geol
Alfred, February 2, 1836.
dent spirits,” wines and other intoxicating expediency of dissolving the Society with
ogy, Chemistry, the application of Steam, .
bunk, viz :
the understanding that a new one is to be
liquors.
and interesting discoveries in the Arts—a
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
TO
WORKMEN
ON
STONE
formed on the principle of total abstinence.”
valuable work ;
On motion of Mr. Gilman,
Excellent for pain in the stomach and
Hall’s Lectures ; do. do, to Female Teachers;
The whole subject was laid on the table.
Rev. Mr. Adams, of Waterville, offered
HE subscriber wishes to make contracts bowels, and Rheumatic complaints.
Infant School Manual ; Infant School Cards;
Mr. Adams of Waterville offered the the closing prayer.
for Quarrying Stone by the ton. Also
AMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
Juvenile Lyre, for Primary Schools;
following resolution, which was adopted.
Voted, Ta adjourn, sine die.
for hammering ditto, by the foot,
For the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach Greek Testament ; Greek Reader;
Resolved, That Thomas Adams, Rich
ROBERT P. DUNLAP, President.
Persons who understand either of the a- and Bowels, Costiveness, Stranguary and
Gould’s Virgil ; Latin Reader ;
bove branches, and wish to engage in the bu
ard H. Vose, Henry Tollman, Rev. Mr.
C. Waterhouse, ) c
t .
*
Greek, Latin & French Grammars ;
James Allen, ’(Secretaries.
Piles.
siness
early
in
the
Spring,
will
please
send
Shepherd, Samuel Redington, Rev. Mr.
Recueil Choisi ;
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
their
proposals,
or
call
on
the
Agent
of
the
Cox, Rev. Mr. Miles and James Allen of
Attest : Wm. K. Weston, Rec. Sec’y.
Useful for cold and foul stomach, violent Charles XII (French ;)
Kennebunk-port
Granite
and
Rail-Road
Bawgor, be a Committee to consider the ex
colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve from Nugent’s French Dictionary ;
Company.
American first class book ; National Reader;
pediency •©€ dissolving this Society with the
B. F. MASON, Agent.
threatened fevers.
Introduction to N. Reader; Young Reader;
¡understanding that another be organized on
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 13, 1836.
VEGETABLE BITTERS.
Analytical Reader ; Introduction to do.;
the principle of total abstinence from all in
HIS may certify that I have this day ex
For Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness Sequel to Analytical Reader ;
toxicating liquors, to report at next annual
ecuted and given to my son SETH
Ship Timber.
in the stomach, head-ache, &c.
Scientific Class Book ;
COLBATH, a full discharge of his minority,
meeting.
Moral Class Book ; Classical Reader;
by. the subscriber
CATHOL1CON.
Rev. Mr. Tappan offered the following until he be twenty-one years of age, and that
Political Class Book ; English Reader;
Excellent
for
consumptive
complaints,
’
*
Ship
Timber
suitable
for
a
he is no longer subject to me as a minor.
resolution :
coughs, indigestion, costiveness, sinking and Academical Speaker ; American Reader;
JAMES
COLBATH.
vessel
of
280
tons.
Small
Timber
taken
as
Resolved, That in the deliberate judg
Biblical Reader ; Pronouncing Testament;
pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul
Sanford, February 22, 1836.
usual.
Nichols’ Natural Theology ;
ment of the members of the State Temper
WILLIAM GOOCH.
monary complaints generally.
Abercrombie’s Philosophy ;
BOX & CASK RAISENS.
ance Society now present, the objects con
Wells, January 13,1836.
PEACH CORDIAL.
Upham’s Mental Philosophy ;
OR sale by the subscriber, Box & Cask
templated in the Constitution of this Socie
Useful to increase and regulate the appe Nuttall’s Botany ; Lincoln’s do.
Raisens.
WM. LORD.
ty can never be accomplished while the use
tite, help the digestion, remove pain -in the Watts on the Improvement of the Mind;
Valuable
Real
Estate
at
Feb.
24,1836.
of any intoxicating drink is indulged by its
Newman’s Rhetorick ; Blair’s do.;
stomach or bowels.
Auction.
members.
Which after some discussion
Whelpley’s Compend of History, with que«BOTANIC OINTMENT.
FLOUR.
HE
subscriber
ofwas laid on the table.
tions ;
A certain cure for humors, corns, stiff•
UST
received
and
for
sale,
a
quantity
of
fers
for
sale
at
The following Resolutions were offered
Tytler’s
do.
do. with
do.;
Superfine Flour.
joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck,
Public Auction, on the
English Teacher ; Mind and Matter;
by Rev. Mr. Tappan, which after some dis
WILLIAM LORD.
premises, on Saturday
rheumatic complaints, swelling in the throat, Alger’s Murray’s Exercises ; Murray’s Key;
cussion were adopted.
Feb. 25,1836.
the nineteenth day of March next, al two chilblains, chapped hands, weakness and Grund’s Solid Geometry ; do. Plane dQ.;
Resolved, That it be recommended that
o’clock P. M. his Homestead, viz : Two story pain in the back, sores, ringworms, cuts and Holbrook’s first Lessons in Geometry ;
Boards Wanted.
simultaneous meetings of Temperance So
L. House, well finished, Barn, Cider House burns.
Colburn’s Algebra ; Bailey’s do ;
cieties be held in the several towns in the
ANTED by the subscriber, 100 M. and other out buildings.
Flint’s Surveying ; Hale’s do.;
OLIVE OINTMENT.
good merchantable Boards.
—also—
State on the last Tuesday of February inst.
Very useful for salt rheum, as many can Parley’s first book of History ; do. second do.;
WILLIAM LORD.
Tanyard, Bark House, Curry shop, a good
Resolved, That the promptness and una
Parley’s third book of History ;
testify.
Kennebunk,
Feb.
26,1836.
well of water, near the House. About six
nimity with which increasing numbers of
Goodrich’s U. S. History, with Emersons
HEALTH
RESTORATIVE.
teen acres of prime
questions ;
young men are adopting the plan of absti
STRAY SHEEP
MOWING & TILLAGE LAND,
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid Webster’s U. S. History ;
nence from all intoxicating liquors, is an ex
with a good orchard on the same. The a- neys, Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female1 Walch’s Book Keeping ;
hibition which ought greatly to cheer the
Z^AAME into the inclosure of bove described estate is pleasantly situated in complaints in general.
Parker’s Exercises in Composition ;
hearts of their fathers ; and is an example,
the subscriber, the 24th of South Berwick village, on the post road lead
Blake’s Natural Philosophy ; Grund’s do.; |
COUGH POWDERS.
which if universally followed by the youth
ing
from
Dover
to
Portland,
and
would
be
a
November last, two Sheep. The
Good for hooping cough, and ulcers in, Blake’s Astronomy; Grund’s do.; Vose’s do.; .
suitable
place
for
any
sort
of
a
mechanic.
of the United States, would not only save
owner is requested to call, prove
Grund’s Chemistry ; Comstock’s do.
(TJ^Terms liberal and make known at Sale. the throat.
multitudes from drunkenness and vice, but property, pay charges, and take them away.
Primers—Worcester’s, Wood’s New York,
CATHARTIC
DROPS.
STEPHEN NICHOLS.
New England, Barnum’s first and second
would tend to make that interesting class of
BARAK KIMBALL.
South Berwick, Feb. 17, 1836.
Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints,’ books.
Wells, February 24, 1836.
our citizens, beyond any question, the ben
stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, and‘
Spelling Books—Webster’s New, Worcefr
efactors of our country and the world. Ad
a certain cure for costiveness.
_ter
__________
’s Primary,f_________________
Emerson’s National, Introduc*
journed.
HE subscriber having contracted with
Orders fur any of the above Medi- tion
National, Kelley
s & Marshall’s,
JU to
VW IiailVlJUij
a.*.
» ’O
EVENING SESSION.
the town of Kennebunk, to support the cines will be attended to faithfully.
N Monday the 21st inst., between Frost’s
Dictionaries—Webster’s Octavo & School;
Met according to adjournment.
Hotel in Kennebunk and Capt. Wm.
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives Kennebunk, August 11, 1835.
Walker’s, Worcester’s & Johnson’s.
7
to
2
The meeting retimed the consideration
Gooch’s store in Wells, a Gold Watch Seal.
notice that he has made suitable provisioni
Grammars—Putnam’s Murray, (abriog*
of the suggestion made by Dr. Prescott, —Any person who will return it to the office for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
ment,) Murray’s large, Ingersoll’s, Smitn8
IS
from the Committee to which the consider of the Kennebunk Gazette shall be suitably forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
Productive, Greenleaf’s & Greene’s.
of the Paupers of said town on my account,
Arithmeticks—Colburn’s first Lessons; Se
ation of the 6th Resolution was referred, to rewarded.
Wells,
Feb.
22,1836.
or on account of the town, as I shall pay no
quel to do., Smith’s, Welch’s (improved,)Em
report to the Executive Committee instead
[Price reduced to 25 cents.']
bill for their support.
erson’s first part, do. second do., do. third do.;
of the Society, and leave was granted for
liE character of this celebrated Oint
JAMES WARREN.
Walch’s, Adams’ & Scholar’s.
FOR SALE
the committee thus to report.
ment
stands
unrivalled
for
being
a
safe,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ly.
Keys to Colburn’s Sequel ; Emerson’s sec
The 7th Resolution, which was laid on
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
ond and third part, and Bailey’s Algebra.
HE subscriber offers for sale,
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
the table in the morning, was on motion ta
Geographies fy Atlases—Goodrich’s Man0
Ship Timber & Plank,
A CLAPBOARD MACHINE ;
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar Brun, Olney’s, Woodbridge’s, Goodrich«»
ken up and amended by inserting the word
ought
(
as
usual
)
A
new
24
inch
C
ircular
S
aw
,
with
a
ticle
for
the
Salt
Rheum
and
Chilblains.
consistent before the word u Temperance,”
Cummings’ and Blake’s Universal.—Parleys,
by
Cast-Steel Shaft;
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, Blake’s & Brinsmade’s first lessons in Geog
and on motion of Rev. Mr. Tappan it was
A CLOTHIER’S PRESS.
which are so eminently useful for removing
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
raphy.
.
again laid on the table—when, after some
For terms, which will be reasonable, ap
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
Kennebunk, January 22, 1836.
Miscellaneous—Child’s Own book of A®*
desultory remarks, it was again taken up ply to
MOSES NASON.
A fresh supply is just received, and forsaleby erican Geography ; Young Astronomer;^“’
and passed in the following form :
Kennebunk-port, Feb. 26, 1836.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
vor’s Botany; Parley’s Arithmetic ; Uni
Cheese.
Resolved, That by a consistent Temper
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
do. by Fowle ; Blake’s conversations on co
UST received and for sale a quantity of
ance Tavern we mean one that furnishes to
Wholesale,by
W.
C.
MITCHELL,
Portland,
mon things ; Polite Learning, &c. &c.
,
M. LORD has just received a supply
^IJCCOC, of a very superior quality, by the
Cheese,
and
Henshaw
&
Co.
Delano
&
Whitney,
Hastings,
its guests no intoxicating liquors.
of New Goods, which are offered for J subscriber,
Albums, with and without plates—bo
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stirnpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
The resolution offered in the afternoon by
sale on very favorable terms.
WILLIAM LORD.
Hall and others, Druggists in Bos-ton, and all orders i in embossed morocco and plain.
tha Rev. Mr. Tappan, and laid on the table,
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1835.
Kennebunk, Jan. 29,1836.
Kennebunk, Jan. 29,1836.
to be addressed to L. Thwing, & Co. Dedham, Mass. ’
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